An Electronic Intelligent Hotel Management System For International Marketplace
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Abstract—To compete with the international market place, it is crucial for hotel industry to be able to continually improve its services for tourism. In order to construct an electronic marketplace (e-market), it is an inherent requirement to build a correct architecture with a proper approach of an intelligent system embedded on it. This paper introduces a web based intelligent that helps in maintaining a hotel by reducing the immediate involvement of manpower. The hotel reception policy, room facilities and intelligent personalization promotion are the main focuses of this paper. An intelligent search for existing boarders as well as room availability is incorporated in the system. For each of the facilities, a flow chart has been developed which confirms the techniques and relevant devices used in the system. By studying several scenarios, the paper outlines a number of techniques for realization of the intelligent hotel management system. Special attention is paid to the security and also prevention of power and water wastages. In this power saving scenery, an image processing approach is taken to detect the presence of any people and the darkness in a particular room. Moreover, this proposed automated computerized scheme also takes an account of the cost advantage. Considering the scarcity of manpower in several countries, the objective of this paper is to initiate the discussion and research for making the proposed systems more commercialized.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to triumph in the fierce competition of hotel service industry, the main goal and orientation of hotel management are how to provide customers high quality and humanized services. To compete with the international e-marketplace, a great deal of attention should pay towards the optimization of user requirements to generate recommended hotel alternatives [1]. In general sense, hotel management is the way of maintaining different activities of a hotel where a number of staffs are engaged to perform a number of these activities. At first let us take a glance to an ordinary hotel. For hiring a room in this type of hotel, the client needs to meet with the receptionist to collect the information of hotel facilities[2]. After that he is to fill up the pro forma provided by the hotel authority, then he has to pay the defined amount of money and is offered room key for his/her rented room. He/she is then finishes the formalities at reception zone through these undergoing customs. But client always wants greater privacy and reliable security. Koolmanojwong et al. [3] developed an intelligent e-marketplace for the tourism based on fuzzy to serve the customers who wants to travel but has no idea about the accommodation[4]. This system is global in the sense that anyone can use this to find the appropriate hotel according to his/her affordable means [5]. The details of the hotel management systems including the franchising, casinos, health Spas, payroll, credit, accounting control etc. are well described in [6]. However, we have designed an IHM system which is specific to a particular hotel. It helps the owner to serve the intended customers without directly involving with them. This system has included the electronic circuitry embedded with several sensors in integrated with the java programming.

The proposed intelligent hotel management (IHM) system is free from a significant number of hotel staffs that provides those facilities and fewer formalities. In mal-populated countries dearth of manpower is increasing gradually. Therefore, they have to import manpower from other countries. In this condition the IHM can be a permanent solution. Moreover, it possesses adequate security [7]. This system provides hi-tech room facilities including auto controlled door, automatic light controlling, voice active devices etc. Apart from these, it prevents the waste of electric power as well as excessive water that are the main ideas used in this paper. A short version of this approach is in [8]. Additionally, we have integrated a new image processing approach which accurately ensures the presence and darkness of the room to be occupied.

II. PROPOSED INTELLIGENT HOTEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Generally, the information provided in conducting an international electronic marketplace (E-marketplace) for hotel management is not enough. The intelligent functions as a helping hand to the new visitors in such a place a great integration and initiative is offered[9]. In an ordinary hotel management system there must be a receptionist to interact with customers. Since IHM involves a fewer number of hotel staff, there should be a way in reception zone to distinguish between a client (who wants to rent a room for accommodation) and a guest (who wants to visit a border in a hotel). Some indispensable activities such as pro forma filling,
bill payment, getting the room key should be accomplished in reception zone. To provide the substantial information about the competences of the hotel, a virtual hotel guide is an urgent need. The general system function of an intelligent hotel management is shown in Fig. 1 which includes a reception zone and intelligent architecture. We have proposed an intelligent management of a modern hotel where all the facilities and services to the customers have been maintained in an efficient way.

The following Fig. 2 furnishes an overview about this proposed IHM architecture. It depicts that the reception zone is operated by the central controlling unit; room devices and other activities of rooms are operated by local controlling unit. Each local controlling unit is connected with central controlling unit. For overall security there is a security zone. It monitors the whole system including reception zone, hotel corridor and other pertinent areas from any unpleasant incidents. The following section provides a possible way to establish such type of system. This proposed system includes a reception procedure, room facilities, and border searching. In addition, we have implemented an image processing algorithm which ensures the prevention power wastage. This whole system was implemented in our lab (Fig. 3) which worked perfectly.

A. Intelligent reception procedure for hotel accommodation

When a client attends to the reception booth the infra sensor gets activated. A display is then appeared on the monitor/electronic screen containing three options: i) hotel information, ii) new entry, and iii) border searching. If the new entry option is selected a pro forma is appeared on the screen. It contains information fields about the client e.g., client’s name, address, and other information. It also contains the room category and rent duration fields [10], [11]. The first selection shows the available room categories and the later one ensures the number of days for which the room is rented. After submitting the pro forma accurately, the display screen will show the amount of payment of the particular room. After completing these schedules, when the client leaves the booth the infra sensor becomes deactivated automatically and the screen resumes to the initial state[12]. This step by step information shows in the following Fig. 4 in details.

B. Intelligent management of room facilities

When the border comes in front of his rented room then another infra sensor is activated and the border is instructed automatically to type his/her room password. The door of the room will be opened automatically if the typed password matches with the password which is created and confirmed at the reception booth. If the room is empty then an intelligent image processing method runs as soon as the door is opened. This method measures the darkness of this room [13], [14]. This process takes an image of the room as soon as the door opens. The image is then processed by which the darkness of the room is compared. If the room is not enough lighted then the electric appliances are turned on automatically. The entire process is followed by the following flow chart (Fig. 5).

![Figure 1. System function of an automated hotel. (a) Register in reception, (b) Information sending.](http://ijacsa.thesai.org/)
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1) Image processing scheme: In this hi-tech room facilities, an intelligent image processing has been integrated which ensures the presence and darkness of the intended room. A web camera is set in a suitable location inside the room which can capture snap of the significant portion of the room including the area where usually the person stays. We have used the built-in function of java script which extracts the RGB value from the captured image \[15\], \[16\], \[17\]. This program is written and integrated with the system specifically for this design. The process of monitoring the room’s light is explained in Fig. 6.

2) Controlling devices through voice command scheme: In an ordinary hotel, clients used to operate the electronic devices manually. But automatic control is more suitable and easier than manual control. This proposed IHM system provides the benefits to control the electronic equipments such as: light, fan or air-condition, TV etc. using voice command. For example, to turn on the light simply ‘light on’ command is enough. This is done by following process as shown in Fig. 7. Besides these facilities, this proposed method includes manual control system as well\[18\], \[19\].

3) Prevention of wastage: IHM is well concerned about wastage prevention. To prevent wastage of water it uses infra sensor which is used to auto turn on and turn off the faucet. It is done by following way as shown in Fig. 8. On the other hand IHM also prevents the electric power. When the room becomes empty the lights, fans and other electronics devices are automatically turned off.
III. INTELLIGENT SEARCHING OF A BORDER

While staying in a hotel, it is important to maintain the privacy and of course with high security. Before, allowing the guest to meet with the border the border must have a chance to see him so he/she might have the right whether allowed or not the guest. Figure 9 illustrates this interaction between the border and the guest who comes to the hotel to meet a desired border.

When the guest comes to the reception booth, again the infrared sensor will be activated and the electronic screen will display three options as described in previously. Now the guest will select the border searching option (also termed as Guest option). Then there will appear a form, the purpose of which is to take the guest’s name and address. It also contains two preferences to take desired border’s name and room number. If the desired border is not available then a message will be displayed on the screen to inform that news [13]. But if the desired border is available then a confirmation message will be sent to the border to inform him that he has a guest. And a display with three options will be appeared on the screen which is placed in the border’s room. Using first option the border will be able to verify the identity of the guest by watching him live on the screen of his own room. Using the second and third option he will be able to allow or deny the guest. If the border allows the guest then the system will generate a random password which can be [20] used for only one time and within a fixed period of time. If the border denies the guest then the guest will receive a message which informs that the border is not available.
IV. FUTURE WORKS AND MOTIVATIONS

In order to meet the full customer requirements and to compete with the international marketplace the proposed IHM should incorporate the following facilities: intelligent room condition indicator, intelligent id recognizer, room condition indicator, system self-checking, the announcement of information, air-conditioner controller[21]. We are now considering the above approaches to be incorporated with the IHM system.

V. CONCLUSION

In this era of high technology, everything is attaining more and more automation dependent. Hotel management system also should be involved in the realm of automation. This proposed intelligent management system provides high level privacy than the existing conventional manual system with greater reliability. To satisfy the customer’s need, this project work provides a seamless and enjoyable experience for customers. Introducing this automotive management system in any kind of accommodation systems greatly reduced manpower and maintenance cost. In addition, the incorporation of infrared detection systems and the image processing scheme in the respective rooms helps to the prevention of power and water wastages. Moreover, the web based system increases the security and privacy by employing a web camera which ensures the live pictures of any occurrence happened in the hotel. This is our own concept and has been already successfully implemented as a project work in miniature version. In fact, this system is fast, comprehensive and flexible, but doesn't necessarily require ones to have that much skill in computer science.
Figure 9. Flow chart to show the entry procedure of a customer in the proposed IHM.
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